Home Activity - Butterfly Collage

Material
- Washi tape, magazine pictures or wrapping paper.
- Glue
- Scissors
- White or black paper

Artist Link
Dolan Geiman
https://craftcouncil.org/post/dolan-geimans-reimagined-americana

Preparation for Activity
- Collect a selection of papers or pictures together. Cut or tear them into long strips of varying widths.

Instructions
- Glue the long strips of paper or tape over a piece of paper in one direction making sure they overlap. Trim the strips of paper to the size of the base.
- Fold a piece of white or black paper in half to make a book. With the fold in the middle of the butterfly, draw one side of the wings. Cut it out making sure you cut from the fold and cut both sides at the same time. Open the paper up and you will have a butterfly-shaped hole.
• On the piece you have cut out, draw simple shapes on the folded butterfly and again cut them out at the same time.

• Glue the butterfly and designs over the striped paper matching the edges of the paper.